How we can help to make co-design
work for you
The Governance International Co-Design Toolkit provides commissioners and service
providers with methods and good practice case studies to design better public services and
pathways to outcomes with ‘experts by experience’ and front-line staff.
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Interested in what co-design
can offer your service?
At a time when budget pressures require
radical action, explore with us how you
can co-design your services in ways that
produce smart savings and achieve better
public outcomes.

Contact:
Elke Loeffler
Chief Executive
Email: elke.loeffler@govint.org
Phone: 0121 698 87 43
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CO-DESIGN

Citizens and front-line staff
working together for better services

Track record of
Governance International
Governance International provides you
with hands-on experience with
co-production, inspiring good practice
cases and cutting edge research
evidence. We have advised and supported
government departments, local
councils, Health and Wellbeing Boards,
Health and Social Care Partnerships,
national charities and other third sector
providers in the UK and Europe.
Governance International
Ground Floor, 1 Victoria Square
Birmingham B1 1BD, UK

1. Experience
›› International good practice cases
›› Perceptions of front-line staff and ‘experts by experience’
›› Stakeholder mapping
2. Explore
›› Innovative ideas
›› Pathways to better outcomes
3. Experiment
›› Rapid testing of co-produced solutions (prototyping)
›› Assessing outcomes and public governance

4. Evaluate
›› Review of pathways to outcomes
with stakeholders
›› Business case for the social
innovation
5. Evolve
›› Work with multiple leaders to
make the case for the social
innovation
›› Transformation strategies and
action plans

Web :
www.govint.org
Twitter: govint_org
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trademark in the European Union.
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What is co-design?

The idea is simple: nobody knows better
how services can be improved than the
people who use them and the front-line
staff who provide them. Co-design offers a
structured approach to harnessing the best
ideas from the people who will ultimately
use the service.

How your service can benefit from co-design

The result: better and more cost-effective
services which achieve citizen outcomes.
An increasing number of councils and other
public agencies already understand the
benefits co-design has to offer.

“We asked Governance International to facilitate
two co-design workshops for providers of children
and families services in Argyll and Bute. Given the
budget reductions we are facing, this was a real
challenge but the Governance International team
helped to keep the events positive and constructive
and it was highly successful, providing some
really valuable ideas which we are taking forward
together with the providers”.
Andrew Nisbeth, Councillor and Argyll and Bute Council
Spokesperson for Social Affairs

Seeing the experience of public services
from the point of view of front-line staff
and citizens triggers innovation.
The challenge is to make innovative ideas
work in the challenging context of public
services. This is where you will benefit from
the unique co-production expertise of
Governance International.
We support clients during the whole codesign process, from facilitating workshops
through to making the business case for
change and then actually supporting the
change process.

Benefits of co-design
›› Fresh ideas and thinking. The
Governance International case studies
enable ‘experts by experience’ and
front-line staff to identify innovative
solutions. Their hands-on experience is
key to make innovations work for them.
›› Support for difficult changes. Involving
citizens and staff helps create a sense
of collective ownership and legitimacy
of the agreed solution. This is crucial if
difficult changes to services are to be
accepted by the community as fair.
›› Cost savings. Co-design helps to
put into practce alternative service
models, which improve wellbeing and
reduce the need for cost-intensive crisis
management.

How co-design works in practice

Our team provides cutting-edge international case studies to inspire staff and citizens to
come up with innovative solutions.

The Esther approach to healthcare in
Linköping: A business case for radical
improvements
The Esther approach is a transformational
model of person-centred health and
social care from Sweden. Analysis
of patients’ care journeys to identify
duplication and gaps in the current
system resulted in the creation of a much
more cost-effective system focussed on
‘patient value’. As a result of the systemwide redesign and new patient-focussed
culture the number of unnecessary days
in hospital decreased from 1113 in 1999
to 62 in 2011.
Source: http://www.govint.org/
good-practice/

Want to learn about other
inspiring good practice? Visit
our good practice hub with
more than 50 case studies
from 20 countries
at www.govint.org
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